QUIZ 3A: Adjectives + Noun

Read the following sentences. Identify the NOUNS and ADJECTIVES. Circle the NOUNS. Underline the ADJECTIVES.

1. Famous people live in wonderful big houses.
2. Italian food uses lots of red tomatoes.
3. Modern magazines are using Colombian models for their spectacular covers.
4. Chinese food uses fresh vegetables and hot sauces.
5. Tall boys usually play in basketball teams.

QUIZ 3B: Adjective + Noun

Read the following sentences. Identify the NOUNS and ADJECTIVES. Circle the NOUNS. Underline the ADJECTIVES.

1. Carolina is a beautiful girl.
2. Ivan wears a big coat for rainy days.
3. Intelligent students like to solve difficult problems.
4. Sweet oranges, green mangos, red apples and fresh strawberries are my favorite fruits.
5. Politicians make important decisions everyday.